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ABSTRACT The scope, scale, and intensity of real, as well as potential attacks, on the Smart Grid have
been increasing and thus gaining more attention. An important component of Smart Grid cybersecurity
efforts addresses the availability and access to the power and related information and communications
infrastructures. We overload the term, Denial-of-Service (DoS), to refer to these attacks in the Smart Grid.
In this paper, we provide a holistic and methodical presentation of the DoS attack taxonomies as well as
a survey of potential solution techniques to help draw a more concerted and coordinated research into this
area, lack of which may have profound consequences. To the best of our knowledge, the literature does not
have such a comprehensive survey study of the DoS attacks and solutions for the Smart Grid.

INDEX TERMS Denial-of-service attacks, smart grid security, cybersecurity.

I. ACRONYMS
In order to make the paper more clear and easier to read,
we provide a table of acronyms in Table 1.

II. INTRODUCTION
Many utilities worldwide have embarked on a transforma-
tional process to enhance the over-a-century-old power grid
under an overall term of the Smart Grid (SG) [1]–[4]. World-
wide SG value is expected to more than double from $15 bil-
lion in 2017 to $35 billion by the year 2023, as shown
in Figure 1.

The immense SG upgrade involves integration of a variety
of digital computing, communications and industrial control
systems and technologies into a modernized and advanced
power grid of the future. A key element of the SG effort
is in the incorporation of the bidirectional flow of power
(for distributed and renewable energy sources) as well as the
two-way communications and control capabilities. Simulta-
neously, with the intensified efforts for computing, commu-
nications and control dimensions of the SG, a critical need
emerges to address a variety of security and privacy related
challenges. The general term to refer to the aforementioned
dimensions of the SG is cybersecurity [5]–[15].
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FIGURE 1. Global smart grid market value from 2017 to 2023,
accumulated (in billion U.S. dollars). https://www.statista.com/statistics/
246154/global-smart-grid-market-size-by-region/.

Even before the SG initiatives, the power grid was vul-
nerable to malfunction that could disturb its precarious equi-
librium and lead to cascading failures, real world examples
of which have already left hundreds of millions of people
without power for extensive periods of time and with huge
financial loss. Both top-down governmental and bottom-up
societal trends to incorporate more distributed resources,
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TABLE 1. List of acronyms.

including renewables, exacerbate the known power grid defi-
ciencies and make it more vulnerable to deliberate attacks.
For example, the number of smart meters shows (Figure 2)
almost a quadratic increase in worldwide deployment, which
in turn increases the attack vectors with the same proportion.

The increase in IoT and the connected devices, as shown
in Figure 3 also contributes to the overall problem by provid-
ing for more attack points. That was recently exemplified by
the potent destructive potential of Internet-of-Things devices
in Mirai attack [16] and its variants [17], [18].

Cybersecurity, as a consequence, becomes an indispens-
able component and a key enabler for the successful trans-
formation from the electric power grid of yesterday into
the SG of the future. Power grid infrastructure has become
an attractive target [19] with lethal and vital economic and
social consequences by means of disruption to electricity
delivery [20]. World Economic Forum’s 2018 report [21]

FIGURE 2. Number of smart meters (electricity, gas & water) worldwide
from 2014 to 2020 (in millions), real data up to 2015, and then forecast
thereafter. https://www.statista.com/statistics/625890/worldwide-
smart-meter-deployment/.

FIGURE 3. Number of connected devices IoT worldwide from 2015 to
2025 in billions. https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-
of-connected-devices-worldwide/.

emphasizes the increasing cyberattacks on the critical and
strategic infrastructure that may result in disrupting the soci-
ety. It is obvious that the power grid falls into the afore-
mentioned definition of critical infrastructure [22]. Out of
so many other real incidents, in December 2015 in Ukraine,
cyber attacks were directly responsible for power outages
[23], [24]. There is definitely an imperative to implement
and adopt cybersecurity technology, both within the SG and
beyond.

Conventionally, availability, the target of Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attacks, is defined as ‘‘ensuring timely and
reliable access to and use of information’’ [13]. However in
the context of SG ‘‘ensuring access to enough power’’ should
also be considered as part of the definition. In this regard,
we expand the definition of DoS attacks for the Smart Grid
with a broader scope. We believe that DoS attacks in the SG
deserve a more fine-grained and a more holistic definition
involving the following dimensions: (1) Denial-of-Service
in the classical usage attacking availability,(2) Denial-of-
Control, computing, communications, or the power itself,
(3) DoS by means of compromising data integrity (such
as misleading state estimation and situational awareness),
(4) Denial-of-Electric-Service even when ample power is
available. The catastrophic outcome of any of these DoS
attacks in the Smart Grid domain is a cascading blackout that
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may leave thousands, if not millions, of customers without
power for long time periods [19]. A recent report by Univer-
sity of Cambridge details a severe but plausible cyberattack
against the US grid where about 100M people may be left
without power with up to $1 trillion of monetary loss [25].
With this expanded definition, availability is regarded as a
crucial security objective for the SG as clearly stated in
NIST’s Guidelines for Smart Grid Cybersecurity [13]. DoS
attacks disrupting the Internet traffic have already cost bil-
lions of dollars world-wide. With the increasing connected-
ness of grid systems, a DoS attack to the infrastructure caus-
ing a major power failure becomes quite possible and could
be undoubtedly more harmful and costly. This is because in
modern society electricity is a utility we depend mightily not
only on communication but also for many other life-critical
functions.

In this work, we present a structured, methodical, holis-
tic, and comprehensive view of the availability dimension
(spanning both the computational and the electric service
realms) of the SG cybersecurity by presenting classifications
and discussions of DoS attacks and solutions. To the best
of our knowledge, a comprehensive survey study about DoS
attacks and solutions on the SG does not exist in the literature,
except for the abridged version of this study in 4 pages in [26].
Hereby, wewould like to draw the various research communi-
ties’ attentions to these important cybersecurity issues so that
more concerted efforts may be exerted towards more viable
and readily available solutions. he rest of this paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section III provides the relevant background
information about the underlying power grid infrastructure to
contextualize the DoS attacks and the solutions of the fol-
lowing sections. A brief introductory material about the SG is
presented in Section IV to highlight the exacerbating changes.
The existing literature about the Internet DoS attacks and
solutions are briefly reviewed in Section V to compare with
and contrast to the SG DoS attacks. We provide a taxonomy
of DoS attacks on the SG from multiple perspectives in
Section VI with brief discussions of each. Section VII follows
up the DoS attack classifications with the state-of-the-art
solution approaches as well as a taxonomy for an easier
presentation. A comparative table of the solutions and attacks
is provided in a tabular format together with a discussion in
Section VIII. Concluding remarks are in Section IX.

III. POWER GRID BACKGROUND
The power grid is considered to be the largest man-made
machine in the world and an engineering marvel. An overall,
simplified view of the power grid is depicted in Figure 4.
A relatively small of number centralized power plants are
responsible for generating the power. Then, the transmis-
sion takes the power to longer distances over its connected
network of substations, lines, and transformers in high volt-
age. Distribution reduces the high-voltage power through
step-down transformers before feeding it to the commercial,
business, industrial, and residential consumption. The focus
has always been on the reliability and stability of the power

FIGURE 4. A simplified view of the traditional power grid.

delivery with minimal disruptions. As a result, changes in
the power grid are usually implemented with great caution
in a conservative approach in order to avoid introducing any
instabilities to the system.

Due to the peculiarities of electrical power, any generation
must be consumed in a relatively short period of time. Large-
scale electricity storage is considered to be practically unfea-
sible, even though many recent promising technologies have
been introduced and under constant improvement. On the
other hand, overproduction is also problematic that can dis-
rupt the delicate frequency equilibrium of the grid system.
shows a representation of the precarious equilibrium between
power generation and the demand with the corresponding
frequency value, 60 Hz for the US, for example. Any dis-
equilibrium, either overproduction (larger production than
demand or load), as shown in Figure 5b, or underproduction

FIGURE 5. Delicate frequency equilibrium of the power grid.
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FIGURE 6. Major power grid applications by the segment.

TABLE 2. Communications protocols used in the power grid.

(lower generation than demand), as shown in Figure 5c, leads
to a disturbance in the system in terms of lower or higher
frequency, respectively.

Major communications protocols used in the power
grid [27]–[30] are given in Table 2. Some of these protocols
are proprietary with minimal or no original security provi-
sioning. Except for the newer Open Smart Grid Protocol
(OSGP) (ETSI TS 104 001 and IEC 14908), all have the
option to run over TCP/IP networks that brings in the pos-
sibility of all the DoS attack techniques from the Internet into
the SG domain.

NIST’s Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Secu-
rity (SP 800-82) [31] notes the major differences between
traditional computer networks and the power grid commu-
nications [32] as summarized in Table 3. With such stringent
and tight constraints for a critical infrastructure like power
grid [22], the significance of reliability and availability are
challenging and vital.

Some of these differences make the power grid more vul-
nerable to attacks, especially in conjunction with the physical
dimension of the attack impact.

TABLE 3. Comparing communications in the internet and in the power
grid.

A. POWER GRID APPLICATIONS
Figure 6 shows the main power grid applications for its
operations in terms of the sections: Generation, Transmission,
Distribution, and Consumption. The Unit Commitment Prob-
lem (UCP) is an optimization problem to decide which ones
of the generation sources should be activated (committed)
to meet the demand while the Economic Dispatch Prob-
lem (EDP) is concerned with determining the actual amount
of power from each active resource; both with the objective
of cost minimization or revenue maximization. The output of
EDP also includes the Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP),
the cost of optimally generating an incremental load while
satisfying all the constraints. The Optimal Power Flow is
a set of operational problems to achieve and maintain the
reliability of the grid. A set of devices, referred to as Flexible
Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices,
are used to control and optimize power transmission effi-
ciency and their optimal placement is a critical problem.

In the distribution, various aspects of the power (voltage
control, phase balancing, feeder configuration) as well as the
devices must be addressed in different applications. Finally,
in the consumption domain, forecasting and demand side
management applications are used to ensure the precarious
equilibrium between load and supply is maintained at all
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FIGURE 7. Power Grid’s Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) subsystem.
https://eioc.pnnl.gov/research/cybersecurity.stm.

times. Note that these applications are vital for the proper
functioning of the grid and thus they are themselves the
potential targets of cyberattacks, especially DoS variants.

The communications and networking infrastructure of the
power grid is usually represented by means of the Super-
visory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) subsystem,
as shown in Figure 7. SCADA comprises of many teleme-
try, sensing, and measurement devices coupled with net-
working infrastructure linking them to provide the basic
mechanism for data collection, communications, storage,
processing, and analysis. Specific devices of SCADA in the
power grid context include Remote Terminal Units (RTU),
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and Intelligent Elec-
tronic Devices (IED).

Asmentioned earlier, immediate consumption requirement
mandates a demand-supply equilibrium to be maintained
at all times and any imbalance in either direction leads to
serious repercussions. Besides maintaining the load-supply
equilibrium at all times, the power grid operators must also
have the capability of restoring the stability of the grid in
short intervals (in 10-20 seconds) after disturbances. The
aforementioned capability is referred to as transient sta-
bility, as typically visualized in a diagram like Figure 8b
[33], where masses represent generators, strings transmis-
sion lines, power button the disturbances, and hands with
windmills the volatile renewable and distributed resources to
depict the delicate balance the power grid must achieve and
maintain. Automatic Generation Control (AGC), as depicted
in Figure 8 [34] with a water distribution analogy, adjusts

the power production levels of generators automatically in
response to load changes or disturbances. AGC is a ripe target
for attack that may result in a significant operational damage
and instability [35]. In [36] authors implemented device that
on physical level causes smart meter to read consumption
values that are near zero.This on larger scale can lead to false
load attack. In [37] authors propose control switching unit as
a countermeasure to cyber attacks on control parameters of
AGC and automatic voltage regulator.

The delicate and precarious balance and operating condi-
tions of the power grid, as shown at a high level analogy
in Figure 8b, may easily lead to activation of a series of pro-
tection mechanisms with cascading failures and large-scale
blackouts [38], [39], such as the blackouts of 1965 in North-
east America, 1978 in France, 1999 in Brazil, 2003 in north-
eastern US and Canada [40], 2012 in India [41], etc. In
addition to the accidental disruption to power, there have been
intentional disruptions as a result of general cyberattacks,
as summarized in Table 4 [20]. Note that it is quite likely that
there have been many more cyberattacks, either undetected
or not reported in public documents, for obvious security
reasons.

IV. SMART GRID PARADIGM
Smart Grid [42]–[44] is a vision for the next generation power
grid to address the aforementioned deficiencies and improve
its performance by taking the full advantage of the lat-
est information and communications technology approaches.
NIST considers it as a system of systems [45]. A holistic
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FIGURE 8. (a) A simplified representation of the automatic generation
control (AGC) in the power grid [34], (b) A metaphorical illustration of the
concept of transient stability in the power grid [33].

TABLE 4. Some recent major cyberattacks on the power grid.

definition of the Smart Grid is provided in [42]: The Smart
Grid can be regarded as an electric system that uses infor-
mation, two-way, cyber-secure communication technologies,
and computational intelligence in an integrated fashion
across electricity generation, transmission, substations, dis-
tribution and consumption to achieve a system that is clean,
safe, secure, reliable, resilient, efficient, and sustainable.

The coverage is the entire power grid, from the generation
all the way to the consumption [43]. A seven-domain Smart
Grid Architectural Model [45] by NIST is shown in Figure 9.

An important enabler of the Smart Grid initiatives is the
enhanced use of sensing and measurement capabilities. Pha-
sor Measurement Units (PMUs) are the advanced, accurate,
and synchronizedmeasurement devices to take the situational
awareness to a new level. While the traditional SCADAmea-
surements are taken every 2-4 seconds, PMU reports them
30-60 times per second with GPS time stamps. As compared
to SCADA, PMU-enabled conceptual model of wide-area
monitoring, protection, and control subsystem is illustrated
in Figure 10 [46].

V. DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS AND SOLUTIONS IN
THE INTERNET
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the state-of-
the-art DoS attacks and solutions in the Internet [47]–[54] as
a prelude to our discussion in the SG domain. Naturally, there
are overlapping topics and areas between the Internet DoS
and SG DoS. However, the unique characteristics of the SG,
as elaborated in Section III, require a dedicated and closer
look to adopt existing DoS solution techniques, and more
importantly develop new ones. Figure 11 shows a high-level
of taxonomy for our discussion in terms of the attacks and the
defense mechanisms in Internet against DoS.

A. INTERNET DoS ATTACKS
Denial of Service (DoS) are the type of attacks in which
the attacker or a group of attackers attempt to make a ser-
vice or computing/networking resource unavailable for its
intended users. Figure 12 shows a simple DoS attack, where
an attacker on the leftmost initiates transmission of mali-
cious traffic through the handlers and a set of compromised
machines (zombies, or bots) to make a set of target servers
inaccessible.1 Nowadays, network security companies claim
that DoS attacks are one of the greatest concerns for the
service providers. NETSCOUT Arbor’s 13th Annual World-
wide Infrastructure Security Report [55] states that 87% of
the actual threats experienced on service providers are DoS
attacks, while the 14th Annual Report from March 2019 [56]
stated it as 95%! Akamai’s State of The Internet, Summer
2018 report [57] states that in the first half of 2018 relative
to the first half of 2017 DoS attacks on their content distribu-
tion networks have increased by 16%. Amazon claimed that
during the first quarter of 2020 they experienced DoS attack
2.3Tbps [58].

Physical layer attacks rely on changing physical properties
of the communication media. There are two major categories
of attacks on this layer as described in the literature: jam-
ming and tampering. Jamming attacks rely on modification
of signals transmitted between communicating devices which
may, on receiver/sender side, result in a malfunction due to

1We note that we do not differentiate between DoS and its distributed
variant for the rest of the paper.
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FIGURE 9. 7 domains of the NIST’s smart grid architecture model [45].

FIGURE 10. A conceptual framework for a wide-area monitoring,
protection, and control system for the smart grid made possible by
PMUs [46].

FIGURE 11. A high-level summary of the Internet DoS attack and defense
approaches.

false interpretation of signals. Tampering relies on physical
modification of devices. Data link layer DoS attacks rely
on exploiting design flaws of media access protocols in

FIGURE 12. A simple illustration of a DoS attack.

target networks. IP layer DoS attacks rely on spoofing IP
protocol fields, such as falsifying routing information and
altering assignment of IP addresses. At the transport layer,
DoS attacks exploit vulnerabilities in order to exhaust some
computing and/or networking resource. Application layer
DoS attacks rely on overloading resources on target system by
making target processes or servers unable to serve legitimate
requests.

Another classification may be presented by means of the
attack target as shown in Figure 13: Devices, Links and
Power infrastructure. Devices group consists of computing
end-nodes, network end-nodes and communication devices.
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FIGURE 13. Types of Internet DoS in terms of the attack targets.

Computing end-nodes refer to personal computers and
servers that provide computing resources in network. Net-
work end-nodes refer to devices providing various network
services such as firewalls, load balancers and local DNS
servers. Communication devices refer to devices that provide
network connectivity such as routers, switches and access
points. Due to physical restrictions and available bandwidth
links used for interconnection between network devices are
easily congested which in the end results in DoS.

At a coarse granularity, we categorize the techniques
used in the Internet DoS attacks into three, as displayed
in Figure 14: spoofing, resource exhaustion and vulnerability
exploitation.

FIGURE 14. A high-level categorization of the Internet DoS attack
techniques.

The IP spoofing technique is widely used in performing
DoS attacks. The most simple explanation of IP spoofing is
that the attacker specifies a false source IP address in the IP
header when sending a request to the target. This is possible
because one can assign any desired IP address to nodes. The
spoofing technique is the basis of flooding, amplification and
reflection attacks on network. Flooding attacksmostly exploit
TCP three-way handshake mechanism by sendingmany SYN
messages with false source IP addresses to attack server. The
server then tries to send ACK messages to these non-existing
IP addresses. This results in exhaustion of server resources
needed to serve legitimate connection requests.

Amplification and reflection attacks usually rely on appli-
cations that use UDP protocol. The attacker sends small UDP
packets with spoofed source IP addresses to vulnerable UDP
servers which in return send response messages to a victim
at the spoofed IP address. This method is called a reflection

attack. When the triggered response is verbose and much
higher in volume than the original bogus request then we have
the amplification attack.

We would like to note while some of the resource exhaus-
tion attacks may use spoofing we separate the two techniques
as not all resource exhaustion attacks make use of spoofing
and not all spoofing are for resource exhaustion. That is,
techniques of resource exhaustion rely not only on spoofing,
but also on any technique that may lead to saturation of
available bandwidth, CPU throughput, memory throughput,
system buses throughput on end devices. This may involve
techniques of overloading regular applications and services
on devices. Vulnerability exploitation can be observed from
protocol design side, but in our taxonomy we consider it by
means of flaws or holes in application binaries. Source of a
DoS attack might involve a single device or multiple devices
with spoofed or real IP addresses.

Figure 15 depicts DoS attacks from the source perspective.
Nowadays, most DoS attacks are performed from multiple
sources combining spoofing and real IP addresses. Those
attacks are usually referred to as DistributedDenial of Service
Attacks (DDoS). These are the most fatal and damaging
attacks in the Internet [55], [57], [59].

FIGURE 15. DoS Sources.

B. DEFENSE AGAINST INTERNET DoS ATTACKS
Figure 16 depicts DoS defense methodologies with main
groups: Prevention, Detection and Reaction. Reaction then
includes two more sub-categories as isolation and mitiga-
tion techniques. DoS prevention mechanisms [52] include
different techniques from filtering spoofed IP addresses to
validating IP addresses and hosts.

Figure 17 displays DoS target defense mechanisms or
components. Defense mechanisms can be deployed at Hosts,
Network, Application, or Algorithms. Network appliances,
such as firewalls and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs),
can be used to prevent DoS by creating customized rules in
access control lists. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) as
defense mechanism can be used to reconfigure firewalls in
order to stop ongoing and detected attacks. Trafficmonitoring
system could be used to track bandwidth usage and throttle
requests when they consume critical predefined values of
available bandwidth. Detection mechanisms may use dif-
ferent algorithmic approaches, such as anomaly detection,
probability density function, or distribution-free approaches.
Signature-based IDS collects signatures, or a distinguishing
pattern of known DoS attacks and compare network traffic
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FIGURE 16. Defense methodologies against Internet DoS attacks.

FIGURE 17. DoS defense components.

with these in order to differentiate normal traffic from the
malicious. Pattern-based IDS maintains knowledge base of
legitimate traffic patterns by means of statistical properties,
or the good behavior, to label any data deviating form that
as malicious. Protocol-based IDS is similar to the pattern-
based except that the acceptable behavior is defined in terms
of the logical specifications, such as the expected pattern of
data transfer for a specific communications protocol [60].

VI. SMART GRID DoS ATTACKS
A. PRELIMINARIES AND FUNDAMENTAL
VULNERABILITIES
The SG has many subsystems that involve some notion
of hierarchical data collection, as generically depicted

in Figure 18. A set of measurement devices (MDs in
Figure 18), such as smart appliances, smart meters, data
aggregators, PMUs, IEDs, RTUs, PLCs, etc., sense the envi-
ronment, generate data, and transmit them towards a cen-
tralized data center, denoted as PO or power operator in
Figure 18, via one or more levels of intermediary data
aggregators, marked generically as DC (data concentrator).
These general data collection subsystems are quite similar to
the Internet’s infrastructure, which have been plagued by a
variety of vulnerabilities that were exploited for clever and
devastating DoS attacks. Thus, the SG bears similar set of
attack vectors, vulnerabilities, and threats, especially with
the adoption of the Internet’s fundamental protocols. Further,
in the SG domain, the security has mostly been an after-
thought or overlay, that is usually added after-the-fact, which
leads to many weaknesses in cybersecurity approaches. For
example, many power companies do not currently classify
PMU networks as critical cyber assets [61] that may be con-
tributing structural and inherent lack of preparedness against
cyberattacks, especially DoS variants.

Potential cyberattacks leading to power service interrup-
tion in one of the SG subsystems, Advanced Metering Infras-
tructure (AMI), are depicted in Figure 19 [62]. Potential
sequences of events leading to a disruption of the electric
service triggered by a breached single smart meter [62] are
displayed in this high-level diagram. In recent paper [63] a
summary of threat to system level security in SG metering
network are given. The effect of DoS attack can scale from
low to severe, compromising availability and integrity of the
service. In [64] DoS attacks impact is described twofold:
financial loss and power lines failure. In [65] authors give
detailed explanation of threats and potential solutions of IoT
based smart grids.

B. ATTACK TAXONOMIES
In this section, we introduce different classifications of the
actual and potential Smart Grid (SG) DoS attacks from five
different perspectives. The first classification may be stated

FIGURE 18. A simple representation of data collection subsystems in the SG, where MD represents a
measurement device, DC a data concentrator, and PO a centralized power operator.
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FIGURE 19. Some potential sequence of events leading to power delivery
interruption in advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) of the SG after a
single smart meter is compromised.

in the terms of the spatial dimension. DoS attacks may tar-
get all the segments of the SG, from generation, transmission,
distribution, and consumption to control centers and Electric
Vehicles (EVs) charging/discharging infrastructure, which
is quickly becoming a growing attack vector for cyberat-
tacks [66], [67]. The SG comprises bidirectional transmission
of both power and information.

A DoS attack may exploit vulnerabilities with respect to
the commonly used communications protocols peculiar to
the utility companies, as shown in Figure 20. IEC 61850 is
a networking protocol for substation automation. Besides
running on top of TCP/IP, and hence inheriting all the
DoS vulnerabilities from the Internet domain, possible DoS
attacks exploiting two of IEC 61850’s protocols (GOOSE

FIGURE 20. (a) SG DoS attacks in terms of the major power grid
communications protocols, (b) SG DoS attacks in terms of
communications layers, (c) SG DoS attacks in terms of the major power
grid applications.

and SV) are reported in [68]. A general discussion of secu-
rity threats with DoS focus can be found in [8], [9]. ANSI
C12.22/IEEE 1703 defines a communications protocol for
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). A distributed DoS
attack scenario is presented in [69], [70] for C12.22 service.
IEEE C37.118 is the networking protocol for the Phasor
Measurement Unit (PMU) data. DoS attacks on C37.118 are
studied in [71], [72]. State-estimation in case of DoS in the
smart grid PMUs is studied in [73]. The IEC 60870 family of
standards covers communications for SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition). Simulation-based analysis of
DoS attacks from the IEC 62351’s perspective is presented
in [74]. Finally, DNP3, an alternative protocol for SCADA
used by utility companies, has its own set of DoS related
problems, as detailed in [75]. Simulation-based evaluation of
DoS against SCADA is given in [76]. Authors analize the
effect of DoS attacks launched from compromised Remote
Terminal Units.

From the communications perspective
[27]–[30], [77]–[79], the attacks may originate at different
layers, from the physical and data link layers all the way
to the network, transport, and application layers, as shown
in Figure 20b.

Another taxonomy may be presented by means of the
major power grid applications, as depicted in Figure 20c. As
the crucial application of the SG, Advanced Metering Infras-
tructure (AMI) is the last mile where smart meter to the utility
bidirectional communication and data transfers take place.
Several studies highlight the DoS attacks in AMI [35], [60],
[62], [69], [70], [80]–[82]. An exampleDoS attack on anAMI
network is depicted in Figure 21 [69]. Attackers spoof the
victim’s address; send packets to several unsuspecting desti-
nations with the victim’s address as the source address; and
destinations simply flood the victim with lots of unwanted
traffic, rendering it unavailable for legitimate traffic. This is
an example of a reflection attack. An integral component of
SG is the Distribution Management System (DMS) that is
in charge of monitoring, protection, control, and optimiza-
tion of distribution assets. [80], [83], [84] introduce load
frequency disturbance as a result of a DoS attack and load
altering attack is discussed in [85]. DoS attacks to energy

FIGURE 21. An attack scenario on the AMI [69].
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markets, especially pricing, are covered in [9], [64], [86].
Wide Area Monitoring, Protection, and Control Systems
(WAMPAC) [46] are also prone to DoS attacks, as described
in [72], [84], [87], [88]. Demand Side Management (DSM)
involves techniques to maintain the load and supply equi-
librium from the demand side. DoS potentials are presented
in [9], [85]. A large-scale coordinated demand manipulating
attack that can be launched by compromised high wattage
IoT devices is shown in [89]. The North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC)’s Cyber Attack Task Force
from 2012 outlines the risk of DoS on Energy Management
System (EMS) with targeted attacks is detailed in [90].

A final taxonomy of the DoS attacks in terms of the
techniques employed is given in Figure 22. We posit seven
different main categories of techniques that a DoS attack
may utilize: Signal jamming at the physical layer may be
initiated to deny, delay, or degrade information or electric-
ity service [8], [80], [91]–[93]. Resource exhaustion DoS
attacks may target a device or a network. For the former [74],
[75], [94], spatial types are for depleting some dimension of
memory while processing and battery target the computing
and power resources, respectively. For the latter [9], [81],
[95], flooding is an indiscriminate transmission of traffic to
saturate the bandwidth while the directed is a more targeted
transfer of deluge of data. One cryptographic DoS attack
scenario is explained in [96] where aMessage Authentication
Code used to prevent data corruption may be exploited to
trigger a DoS attack. Data manipulation may be used as a
stepping stone to launch DoS attacks [35], [85], [86]. A single
smart meter compromise may inject malicious data for a
variety of different attacks in a Neighborhood Area Network
(NAN) [97], as shown in Figure 23 [62], including DoS
attacks.

FIGURE 22. A taxonomy of the DoS attack techniques in the smart grid.

While the goal of the false data injection attacks
[9], [98]–[103] may be on integrity, and even covert [104], it
may also be easily used as a DoS tool [24], [35], [90]. A false
data injection attack scenario to distrub Automatic Voltage
Control (AVR) is evaluated in [105]. Data aggregation is
an important part of the data collection subsystem of the
SG. A typical hierarchical data collection by means of data
aggregators is a boon for initiating a DoS attack [9], [62],

[75], [80], [106]. Many applications of the SG are highly
sensitive to the timeliness of the data and the transactions.
De-synchronization attacks [107]–[115] can be utilized as
another form of DoS, as illustrated in Figure 24. GPS syn-
chronized devices may be subject to well-known GPS spoof-
ing attacks. In [116] authors describe poisoning attack on load
forecasting mechanism in Smart Grid, while authors in [117]
give brief overview of attacks on load forecasting.

The right-most time synchronized measurement is com-
promised through a GPS spoofing attack and thus the Smart
Grid control center will be fed with incorrect data or even
malicious code. In [118] authors describe and simulate Denial
of Sleep attack on Open Metering System with battery
powered metering devices. The attack is based on manip-
ulating control messages in TLS-like handshake used for
securing communication between metering devices. In [119]
authors describe attacks on test system involving Siemens and
Schneider PLCs. The test scenario showed that selected PLCs
are vulnerable to DoS and Man in The Middle attacks which
can lead to exposure of sensitive data.

SG involves bidirectional data transfers and routing, in this
respect, it becomes an important mechanism and attractive
target for DoS attacks. Typical routing-based DoS attacks
are directly applicable for the SG domain, such as the sybil,
wormhole, blackhole, and puppet attacks. Reflector attack
involves spoofed requests to a set of servers that will in
return send their replies to the target node having the spoofed
address. In [69], ANSI C12.22 protocol is shown to be vul-
nerable to a distributed DoS attack in which a number of
compromised smart meters generate trace requests carrying
the source address of a victim machine.

VII. SOLUTIONS
We have seen that attackers have many options to conduct a
successful attack to disrupt the service of the SG or a part of it
thereof. Unfortunately, there is no single bullet-proof solution
that can prevent all forms of DoS attacks [49]. DoS attacks
should be dealt with carefully by bringing together various
solution approaches considering the specific requirements
and risk priorities.

In this section, instead of targeting each attack type sep-
arately, we first introduce the tools available in the toolbox
of the DoS-resilient SG system designer. Then, in the next
section we discuss, compare, and contrast the suitability and
strength of these tools against the concerned attacks. By this
way, our goal is to identify previously unidentified or unex-
plored solution options.

It is also worth to mention that we try to be as com-
prehensive as possible in this section. For instance, among
the criteria for including a tool in the following discussion,
a publication of a previous work specifically using it in a SG
environment may not exist. A SG network inherits many of its
properties from the already available network technologies,
like the Internet. Hence, there is no reason not to benefit from
the rich literature which do not target smart grids specifically.
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FIGURE 23. A compromised data collection unit might be used to knock off SG devices, such as smart meters,
to deny power to consumers [62].

FIGURE 24. A simple representation of time de-synchronization
attack [107].

On the other hand, we add SG specifics to our discussion at
the end of each following subsection.

We note that all DoS countermeasures involve at least
one of the three common security functions2; prevention,
detection and reaction. A high-level classification of solution
approaches for SG DoS attacks is given in Figure 25.3

We emphasize that prevention is the first line of defense but
not always possible and detection without proper reaction is
meaningless.

A. NON-TECHNICAL SECURITY CONTROLS
The observation that ‘‘security is a process, not a product’’
is also relevant for our discussion on SG DoS solutions.
To ensure that availability requirements are satisfied, it is a

2To reduce the clutter, we have chosen this taxonomy but we note that it is
not always possible to consider a countermeasure performing only a single
function. For instance, there is a thin line that separates IDS and IPS devices.

3For the sake of readability, simple reaction techniques are omitted.

recommended practice to implement security controls (e.g.,
NISTIR 7628 [13], NIST 800-53 [120], ICS-CERT Recom-
mended Practices [121], [122], NIST Framework for Improv-
ing Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity [22], NIST Guide to
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security [123]). However
these controls do not necessarily consist of only technical
ones. For instance, physical controls to deter or prevent unau-
thorized access to sensitive areas is effective against certain
types of DoS attacks. We should also never underestimate
the importance of experienced network administrators in the
attack identification efforts [124].

Maintaining aworking set of security controls require care-
ful risk assessment [125] and threat analysis [62]. Implement-
ing security controls in a scalable manner could be facilitated
with a formal framework and automated analysis tools [126].
What is different in SG? The driving force to implement

security controls is usually the compliance requirements.
Since security focus in SG is quite different than in traditional
information systems, sector-specific standards have emerged.
For instance, NERC-CIP 002-009 has been mandated for the
electrical sector in USA [121] and NISTIR 7628 Guidelines
for Smart Grid Cybersecurity [13] provides an analytic frame-
work to develop cybersecurity strategies.

B. FILTERING
Filtering means dropping packets on a network device if
identified as being not legitimate. Traditionally, packet filter-
ing is implemented on perimeter devices, such as firewalls.
With a carefully crafted security policy, filtering could help
to prevent DoS attacks. Consider a common scenario where
through a gateway the SG is connected to the Internet. Notice
that the gateway is the perimeter on which you can implement
filtering easily. For instance, a firewall, configured with a
whitelist of trusted hosts, could serve as a simple, yet effective
layer of protection against simple DoS attacks.
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FIGURE 25. Solution approaches to the SG DoS attacks.

The attackers could penetrate inside the SG network by
malicious devices inadvertently deployed inside the trusted
perimeter by an organization’s own personnel [127]. Against
such attacks, perimeter defense is not a viable option. How-
ever, filtering could be implemented in multiple locations
along the network path and the one in the local host (host-
based firewall) could also protect against threats from insid-
ers. On the other hand, in principle, filtering is most effective
when implemented close to the attack source. This is due to
the ability to minimize the bandwidth consumption of the
DoS traffic in the network.

Wang and Yi present the design of a firewall to secure SG
communication in a multihop wireless network in [128]. The
key idea of their proposal is the ability of a node to report
the intruder to its neighbors by sending a prealarm message.
These messages trigger other nodes to move the intruder
either to a graylist or a blacklist.
What is different in SG? Host-based firewall is not a viable

option for legacy and/or low-end endpoint devices common
in a SG. Many legacy devices are running operating systems
not properly patched, therefore bump-in-the-wire firewall,
a separate device providing security services for a single host,
should be considered in a SG environment.

C. INTRUSION DETECTION/PREVENTION
To avoid the use of a confusing terminology, we use the
terms ‘‘firewall’’ and ‘‘filtering’’ only to refer to blocking
or allowing network traffic without looking at that traffic in
close detail. Firewalls analyze packet headers and enforce
a security policy. On the other hand, we call the device or
the application that analyzes whole packets, both header and
payload, and sends alerts upon detecting suspicious network
event as intrusion detection systems (IDSs).

Exthe case of sophisticated attacks e.g., fluctuating or
increasing rate attacks [124], that cannot be differentiated
from an accident or a flash event, DoS attacks are not some-
thing that could be kept secret forever. Therefore, the aim for
detection usually is to shorten the time needed to detect so
that proper reaction countermeasures could immediately be
employed. When combined with automatic responses e.g.,
blocking malicious packets of the detected intrusion attempt,

IDSs become IPSs (Intrusion Prevention Systems). Manual
processing of IDS alerts may be preferred when the number
of false positives is high.

There are three broad IDS categories: (1) Signature-based
(misuse) detection: relies on an available database of sig-
natures (patterns that identify attacks), (2) Anomaly-based
detection: It involves two steps; train the system with
the normal behavior and then detect any deviations, and
(3) Specification-based detection: based on specifications
that capture legitimate behavior.

A DoS attack is an anomaly expected to lead to a deviation
of statistics of the monitored traffic. Therefore, in theory with
a suitable choice of statistics a detector with low rate of false
positives could be built. However, it is not clear whether
malicious flooding could be reliably discriminated from a
legitimate flash event (large amount of traffic from legitimate
clients) [124].

The difference between anomaly-based detection and
specification-based detection is subtle but important. While
the former depends on statistical or machine learning tech-
niques to identify attacks, the latter is based on manually
developed specifications. Berthier and Sanders show how
device-level state machine for smart meters could guide the
set of valid behaviors monitored by the IDS sensors [129].
Hong et al. apply the idea of specification-based detection
to multicast messages (GOOSE and SV) in a substation net-
work [68]. They report a low false negative ratio. Kemal et al.
[130] describe DoS, Integrity and Replay attack scenarios
on voltage control in distribution network in the smart grid.
For DoS scenario they developed anomaly detection based on
offline data. Firewalls and IDS/IPS functionality sometimes
can be combined into a single device. This option was studied
by Yang et al. for synchrophasor systems [72]. IDS for differ-
ent DoS scenarios related to IoT devices in SG are presented
in [131].

IDSs collect the information required from devices called
sensors. How and where these sensors are deployed in the
network determines the IDS architecture. Grochocki et al.
present four different alternatives; centralized IDS, embed-
ded sensing, dedicated sensing and hybrid sensing for an
SG deployment [62]. Recent paper [132] explains IDS
implementation with deep learning anomaly detection for
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PMU data. In [133] authors propose anomaly based detection
of cyber attacks on load forecasting.

One of the challenges to make packet-level inspection with
IDSs is the presence of encryption. Analysis of encrypted
traffic is an active research area. It is also investigated for
SG application scenarios, such as smart meter communica-
tions [134].
What is different in SG? In the literature, it was reported

that signature-based approaches have limited effectiveness
in SG deployments due to difficulty in designing accurate
signatures for DoS attacks [129]. For applications involving
homogeneous behavior such as those using smart meters,
the development of the specification is relatively an easy
task [129]. When the networks carry traffic for a limited
number of applications, precise specification is shown to be
a tractable problem [60]. In [135] authors present distributed
attack detector that can based on estimated values detect false
data injections that can lead to DoS attacks on smart meters.
Delay-sensitive and time-critical operation requirement is
another reason to consider employing an IDS/IPS specifically
designed for the SG. In [136] authors gave brief overview on
IDS/IPS systems that aim to secure AMI, SCADA, substa-
tions and synchrophasors.

A recent survey paper [137] provides a good summary of
the machine learning techniques from the literature specifi-
cally addressing the false data attack detection in the Smart
Grid in three categories: non-technical losses, state estima-
tion, and load forecasting, where the non-technical loss is
defined as the unauthorized and not billed energy consump-
tion [138].

D. RATE LIMITING
The identification of the attack source is an intermediate
step in the attack reaction process. If this is successfully
performed, the next step could be to block the DoS traffic
at its source [51]. However, there are two main challenges
in IPv4 networks for reliable source identification. First,
having no cryptographic protection, source addresses can be
forged easily. Second, routers only know the next hop while
forwarding a packet hence it is difficult to trace packet back
to its real source [51].

A naive but widespread reaction to a DoS attack is to
increase host and network resources. Smarter resource man-
agement strategies also do exist. For instance, by carefully
analyzing whether the host or the network is the bottleneck,
additional resources could be allocated more effectively.

If it is not possible to reliably distinguish DoS traffic from
the legitimate one, rate limiting and fair scheduling could be
an option as a DoS mitigation strategy.

Rate limiting could be implemented physically on a
perimeter device, such as a reverse firewall for the egress
traffic. We can also enforce rate limiting logically on the
server machines.

Given the powerful server machines, traditionally, resource
consumption on the client and the server side in a communi-
cation protocol is adjusted so that server undertakes a larger

portion of the load. The DoS attack threat challenges this
view. Client puzzles provide a relatively easy way for doing
a readjustment so that the clients and thus attackers require
more effort to interact with the server. They force the client
to do a significant amount of work, and prove it has done so,
before server will allocate resources for the client’s request.

In a sense, well-known CAPTCHAs could also be consid-
ered as a rate-limiting tool for the applications which involve
human interaction. Also known as Human Interaction Proofs,
these simple tests aim at avoiding bot-generated automatic
attacks. However, buying human computation to conduct a
DoS attack against a CAPTCHA-protected site is not expen-
sive.

The main disadvantage of rate limiting techniques is
that attack traffic is still allowed although in a limited
amount [49].
What is different in SG? Any arbitrary communication

flow is possible on the Internet, whereas SG has two major
directional flows (bottom-up and top-down [9]). As a result,
rate-limiting (as well as filtering) is easier to implement.
More intelligent rate limiting strategies could also exploit
the fact that data transmission in SG applications is periodic.
For instance, the frequency of metering reporting is less than
1 Hz [9] thus a higher rate is suspicious and could be limited
without any side effect.

E. CRYPTOGRAPHIC AUTHENTICATION
In traditional cyber security view, availability and integrity
are regarded as two distinct objectives. On the other hand,
when cyber-physical systems are of concern, an attacker
could indirectly disrupt the service by injecting erroneous
messages and commands. Although we do not cover standard
tools for integrity protection such as digital signatures here,
we note that cryptography is a strong tool to detect and reject
unauthorized messages injected by outsiders.

In a perfect world with the assumption that nodes are
not compromised and where all communicating parties and
their packets are cryptographically authenticated, many DoS
attacks could be avoided. A crucial point here is the fact that
the use of cryptography itself could be a target for a DoS
attack. In other words, if the verification of the authenticity of
a packet consumes a significant amount of resources, then an
attacker could launch a successful attack by bogus packets.
Designing cryptographic protocols to resist resource exhaus-
tion attacks is not trivial [96]. Its efficiency is important even
if it only expends a modest amount of resources in normal
operation.

He et al. consider the case of PKI supported entity authen-
tication in the SG. Since certificate verification and signature
verification could be subject to a DoS attack, they propose
the use of lightweight polynomial-based verification mecha-
nism [139].

An example of previous studies which suggest the use of
authentication against SG DoS attacks is the work by Ander-
son and Fuloria [140]. They warn against a scenario where an
attacker remotely switches off residential power supply. The
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solution relies on cryptography to authenticate messages in
the communication between the meter and headend. In their
proposal, authentication is performed on the destination end.
It is also possible to implement authentication in intermediate
nodes, i.e., routers, but this might require a major change in
the infrastructure.
What is different in SG? A notable challenge in employ-

ing cryptographic solutions in the SG is scalability of the
keymanagement. The standard PKI-based solutions designed
for the Internet communication should be tailored to suit
the needs of the SG environment [141]. A hybrid approach
combining public and symmetric key techniques by forming
interconnected trust realms could offer the desirable scalabil-
ity properties [142].

Low-power devices in SG require the use of lightweight
crypto primitives such as one-time signatures and hash
chains. Long-lived devices, typical in power applications,
demand the crypto to remain secure for a long period of
time e.g., 20 years. There is a more stringent performance
requirement for cryptographic verification of delay-sensitive
SG control messages.

F. PROTOCOL SOLUTIONS
The fact that Internet protocols such as IP and UDP/TCP
were not designed with security in mind is the main reason
why we have SG security problems today.4 For instance, IEC
61580 has adopted TCP/IP as a part of its protocol stack.
On the other hand, the communication protocols used in SG
applications not inherited from the Internet such as DNP3 do
not score much better. Secure versions such as IPv6 exist
but transition is not straightforward due to the prevalence of
systems that support only older versions.

There are SG security standards under development, such
as IEC 62351 which deal with detecting DoS attacks among
other security requirements [143].

In the literature, many new protocols, involving crypto-
graphic authentication of communication partners, were pro-
posed. Some of these pay particular attention to the efficiency
requirements and use lightweight primitives [144]. There
are also clever solutions to resist some specific DoS attacks
while staying compatible to the standard. For instance, SYN
cookies provide a solution to TCP SYN flood attacks using
cryptographic hashing techniques.
What is different in SG? Unlike for the Internet, the future

SG could have a heterogeneous protocol stack, which brings
both risks as well as opportunities with respect to pro-
tocol solutions [9]. Since devices typically have a long
lifetime, there is a need to design the SG protocols for
evolvability, the ability to be updated or modified so that
continued secure operation is ensured for a long period of
time [6].

4A simulation study is given in [95] which illustrates that a UDP flood
attack could break down the whole electrical grid system.

G. ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS
Network topology affects the performance of networks and
their survivability when they are under a DoS attack [145].
Other than the physical elements constituting the network,
it is also possible to combat DoS attacks through a logical
re-architecture. In 2004, Handley and Greenhalph proposed
a set of architectural changes to the Internet which would
greatly limit the scope of a DoS attack [146]. Specifically,
they proposed IP addresses to be divided into a set of client
addresses and a set of server addresses so that some of the
reflector DoS attacks on servers are prevented. Although the
proposed architecture has many merits, it was not adopted
for the Internet, probably due to the difficulty of making
a change to such a big infrastructure. One can argue that
it could be much easier to consider such a radical solution
for the upcoming SG networks. A fundamental redesign of
routing infrastructure is another opportunity to design from
the grounds up [13]. w The resilience of a SG network
against DoS attacks could also be improved with Peer-to-
Peer technologies which allow for the constructiwon of self-
organizing, dependable and large-scale overlays on top of the
existing physical networks [147].

Architectural solutions could provide redundancy; a
well-known availability solution. As a potential example,
we envisage a future scenario where power line communica-
tion is usedwhenwireless communication is under a jamming
attack.
What is different in SG? Users expect the Internet to pro-

vide the capability for end-to-end communication between
any two points without any service disruption. However in
a SG, in case of an external attack a subnetwork can auto-
matically isolate itself and continue to operate as an island
[148]. Islanding is a reliable and secure architectural solution
matching especially well for requirements of power distribu-
tion networks [148]. In this regards, microgrids [149]–[152],
defined as autonomous energy management systems under
the control of a single administration authority that is capable
of operating it in parallel to, or in intentional or accidental
islanded mode from, the existing power grid, as a low voltage
distribution power network [153], may provide a synergistic
and powerful approach in isolating and islanding against DoS
attacks.

H. HONEYPOTS
It is a recommended practice to have honeypots as part of
SG systems. Honyepots are specifically designed devices that
mimic the target of malicious attacks. They are used for the
purpose of detecting, deflecting and analyzing attacks [13].
There are only a few honeypot implementations for SG envi-
ronments. Buza et al. realized a honeypot that appears to be a
Siemens PLC (programmable logic controller) from attackers
point of view. Although their work is a worthy contribution
to the literature, the inability to deploy it within an industrial
control system’s IP range limited its real-life data collection
to evaluate the true potential [154]. Deployment of honeypots
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into the AMI network as a decoy system is proposed with a
game theoretic analysis of the interaction between the attack-
ers and the defenders in [82]. Another honeypot approach
was proposed in [154] as a realistic Programmable Logic
Controller to guard and control industrial processes in con-
junction with the control center.
What is different in SG? Although more work needs to be

done to be conclusive, we argue that it is a challenging task
to mimic real-world SG behavior which puts a limit on the
benefits of SG honeypot deployments.

I. DEVICE SOLUTIONS
Many system software were developed without security
considerations [35]. Exploitation of software vulnerabilities
allows the control of large numbers of compromised SG
devices. If sufficient number of compromised hosts can
mimic legitimate traffic, then there is little that can be done
against such a distributed attack, as the recent Mirai attack
and its copy-cats showed [16]–[18]. Therefore, improving
the security of the devices is essential for an effective DoS
protection strategy. The following list incorporates relatively
untapped promising new solutions useful in this regard for
the SG applications: (1) Trusted computing: Among other
features, trusted computing technology protects private keys
stored on SG devices used for device authentication. It was
argued that other key protection methods do not perform well
for the SG due to the requirement of interaction with the user
[155]. (2) Attestation: It is possible to verify remotely that the
software installed on a SG device is not modified. It is more
challenging to design such a protocol securely without using
a dedicated hardware [156]. (3) Diversity: Homogeneity is
arguably a mixed blessing. Standardization might lead to a
greater homogeneity which make it an ideal target for DoS
attacks [35]. Changing the device software to make it unique
could prevent common failure modes exploitable to conduct
a large scale distributed DoS attack [157]. (4) Secure boot-
strapping: Secure initialization of a newly installed device
is essential to avoid rogue devices in the network [148].
(5) Secure patching: Validating the integrity and authenticity
of a software patch before installation can thwart attacks
injecting malware through software patches [148].
What is different in SG? The following list presents the

device-specific challenges in a SG environment: (1) Unat-
tended operation: We cannot assume physical security for the
SG devices deployed in the field, (2) Difficulty of patching:
It is difficult if not impossible to patch legacy SG devices,
(3) Low-end devices: Device solutions need to suit well with
the limited computational capabilities of SG devices, (4)
Economical factors: SG contains millions of devices hence
it is certain that cost-efficiency will play a major role for
security decisions.

J. WIRELESS-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
There are a number of advantages for using wireless commu-
nication in the SG [9]. However, as stated above, DoS attacks,
especially when targeting lower layers, are particularly

effective against wireless networks. These attacks are more
harmful for distribution and transmission use cases where
message delivery has stringent timing requirements. Solu-
tions against these attacks fall into one of the following two
categories [9]: (1) Efficient and robust detection: Presence of
an attack could be detected by passive listening (e.g., RSSI
measurements, packet loss). Proactively sending probe pack-
ets is also possible. (2) DoS-resilient schemes: These can be
designed in either coordinated (using a shared secret between
communicating parties) or uncoordinated (not requiring a
pre-known secret) fashion.
What is different in SG? In SG applications (e.g., moni-

toring and control of devices in substations), where message
delivery has strict delay requirements on the order of a few
milliseconds, standard metrics quantifying the impact of jam-
ming attacks are not sufficient.

Zhou et al. introduced a new metric called message invali-
dation ratio [92]. Using this newmetric, they analyze a variety
of different of attack scenarios together with a design and
implementation of a jamming detection system.

K. SYSTEM-THEORETIC SOLUTIONS
Cyber attacks to SG networks may have physical conse-
quences. Up to this point, we have seen many types of
countermeasures against DoS attacks. However none of them
consider physical aspects. System-theoretic approaches carry
a big potential to take physical aspects also into account.
They could model the attacks as component failures, external
inputs or noises [127]. Security requirements, such as con-
tinuity of power delivery and accuracy of dynamic pricing,
could be related to the models and states of the system [127].

There is a growing body of literature on system-theoretic
approaches and could easily be the topic of a separate survey
study. For brevity, we only cover a subset of these studies
below.

It was discovered that if the configuration of the power
system is known by the attacker all standard techniques for
bad measurement detection can be bypassed because these
techniques depend on the assumption that ‘‘when bad mea-
surements take place, the squares of differences between the
observed measurements and their corresponding estimates
often become significant’’ [98], [158]. The seminal paper on
this topic by Liu et al. indicates that this assumption is not
true in case there is an attack. With the knowledge of the
power system configuration information, one can systemat-
ically generate bad data measurements while bypassing the
detection [98].

A hybrid control system could be built by combining the
traditional cyber view with the consideration of physical
operation for potentially damaging commands [159].

Vukovic and Dan propose an algorithm to detect a false
injection attack to distributed power state estimation that
has DoS consequences by identifying discrepancies in the
temporal evolution of the exchanged data between regions
[90]. They also propose a distributed algorithm to mitigate
the attack which identifies the region with the compromised
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TABLE 5. DoS solutions and their SG specific properties.

TABLE 6. A comparison of DoS attacks versus proposed solutions. : not viable, : partially viable, : complementary, : viable.

control center by consolidating the beliefs of the individual
regions about the origin of the attack.

Du et al. modified IEEE 118-bus test system in order to
present their method ADMM based method for state esti-
mation to ensure resilient SG state estimation [160] under
combined DoS and Data Deception attacks. Pan et. al give
the risk analysis of combined attacks against power system
state estimation [161].

Li et al. proposed a sequential detector based on the gen-
eralized likelihood ratio to address the challenge of robust
and efficient detection of malicious data injection to the
monitoring meters to manipulate the state estimation [162].

Wang and Govindarasu proposed multi-agent based solu-
tion that could help mitigate DoS attacks directed to load
shedding. The proposed solution is decentralized and every
agent makes its own decision using anomaly detection while
final decision depends on the consensus of all connected
agents [163].

Against voltage control availability, [164] proposes a
self-organizing multi-agent Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) with a decision making rule-set in order to mitigate
DoS attacks.

A fallback control strategy is introduced in [165] to miti-
gate Dos attacks targeting the Energy Storage System (ESS)
frequency through a decentralized state-of-charge (SOC)
management algorithm in islanded microgrids.

Kumari and Shankar propose Euclidian based detector of
cyber attack on AGC. Kalman filter is used to estimate values
of measurements in AGC. Estimated values are compared

with true measurements. The threshold is defined to be higher
than value of Euclidian distance. If deviation between is
greater than threshold than possible attack is detected [166].

Table 5 summarizes SG specifics of DoS solutions.

VIII. DISCUSSION
Table 6 shows the comparison of DoS attacks versus DoS
solutions, as a birds-eye-view synopsis of our work. Below,
we briefly discuss details of this table.

We first note that although we tried our best while fill-
ing this table a perfect distinction was not always possible.
Hence, there is a good deal of subjectivity in the table.

Filtering could be used against certain jamming attacks [55]
as demonstrated in [128]. Filtering is the de-facto stan-
dard mechanism against resource exhaustion attacks. Crypto
attacks could not be avoided by filtering since firewalls do not
have the capability to inspect packets based on their crypto-
graphic properties. Although not specifically discussed in the
literature, filtering could be used against de-synchronization
attacks. Suppose the time source for the network is in the
local network, a perimeter firewall could easily block fake
timing packets coming from outside. Perimeter defense is
helpless against most routing attacks but host-based filter-
ing combined with exchanged alarm messages [128] could
prevent malicious nodes to participate in the routing pro-
tocol. Finally, reflector attacks could be blocked by egress
filtering implemented on a perimeter firewall if the attacker
and the victim are not in the same network.
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Previously, we have distinguished the meanings and func-
tionality of firewalls and IDS/IPS. Although IDS/IPS is
regarded as a more sophisticated defense mechanism, it is
similar to firewalls in the sense that the kind of DoS attacks it
could be used against are broadly similar. The key difference
is the fact that some attacks could be avoided by an IDS/IPS
but not by firewalls. For instance suppose the attacker con-
ducts a reflector attack to a victim machine and the server is
reached through an IDS/IPS. If the number of packets sent to
the server reaches a threshold value, an alarm could easily be
triggered.

As mentioned, if DoS traffic could not be distinguished
from the legitimate one, rate limiting is left as the mitigation
option. Although, not specifically proposed in the literature,
rate limiting can be used in support of filtering and IDS/IPS
devices by defining additional policy rules. Among all the
other types of DoS attacks, its potential is the biggest against
resource exhaustion attacks. However, rate limiting is not
applicable against routing attacks, such as the blackhole
attacks.

We consider ‘‘jamming’’ as attacks only in the physical
layer. Therefore, cryptographic authentication is not useful
against jamming attacks. Crypto-attacks could not be totally
avoided by cryptographic authentication but can be mitigated
using lightweight crypto primitives. Most of the time, de-
synchronization, routing and reflector attacks are possible
due to spoofing. Cryptographic authentication is the de-facto
solution against spoofing. It works unless the devices are
compromised. Although not specifically designed for the SG,
coordinated and uncoordinated protocols can be used against
jamming [128]. Protocol solutions could be applied against
all SG DoS attacks. However, designing a secure communi-
cation protocol is not an easy task. We should first consider
using already available proven solutions unless coming up
with a special design for SG is a necessity. We should also
learn from previous mistakes [6]. Against jamming attacks,
use of wired instead of wireless communication is an extreme
example for an architectural solution. The network architec-
ture is not relevant against crypto attacks. Some of the reflec-
tor attacks could be addressed by a logical re-architecture
[146]. In [169] authors propose wireless specific solution that
determines packet drop ratio in order to detect compromised
nodes during the routing attacks. Confusing the target, hon-
eypots are generic DoS countermeasures. However, it could
not be the single solution against any of the attack since
the attacker could always attack the real target at the same
time. Upon detection by the honeypots, it is important to take
proper actions at the right time.

Device solutions prevent the attackers to compromise the
SG devices. They are not effective against jamming and
crypto attacks since these attacks could be performed using
external devices. Device solutions and cryptographic authen-
tication complement each other and provide a perfect solution
against many different kinds of DoS attacks. In other words,
if the devices are authenticated and uncompromised, then we
could always distinguish between real and DoS traffic.

Jamming attacks are the natural target for wireless-specific
solutions. However, the ability to listen nearby wireless com-
munication by special ‘‘watchdog’’ nodes is proven useful
against some other types of DoS attacks including routing and
reflector attacks.

If we couldmodel the effects of crypto attacks and reflector
attacks at a system level, system-theoretic solutions could
even be applied to these sophisticated cyber attacks.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this review study, we have focused on an important dimen-
sion of the SG cybersecurity: DoS attacks and solutions.
As a critical infrastructure, the SG is emerging as a prime
target for attack and DoS vulnerabilities are raising serious
concerns. To the best of our knowledge, the literature does
not seem to have any other study like ours in terms of the
scope and coverage. In order to make this survey paper self-
contained, we provide the necessary and the most relevant
coverage of the power grid characteristics to set the stage for,
and contextualize, the SG DoS attacks. We also bring in a
synopsis of the state-of-the-art Dos from the Internet domain
as a prelude to potential solutions to DoS attacks in the SG.

We provide a synopsis of high-level key insights from
Table 6 and previous discussion here again:

1) Filtering and IDS/IPS systems are powerful tools
against Smart Grid DoS attacks. Rate limiting, not
explicitly discussed for SG in the literature, could
be integrated into these solutions to comply with the
‘‘defense-in-depth’’ principle.

2) Cryptographic, communications protocol-based and
architectural solutions carry an immense potential.
However, their true potential could only be realized
after the standardization efforts succeed.

3) The underlying reason for many security vulnerabili-
ties, including DoS attacks, boils down to the inherent
insecure behavior of the system software; especially at
the OS kernel level.

4) While there are brilliant approaches to tackle the chal-
lenges, neither cyber security professionals nor sys-
tem and power researchers alone have the expertise to
address all availability challenges posed by the SG.
There is definitely a need to bring interdisciplinary
teams together to have a structured, methodical, holis-
tic, and comprehensive view of the DoS problem.

Finally, we elaborate below on challenges faced and future
opportunities for research directions:

• Communications and networking infrastructure should
be enhanced with additional or new security mecha-
nisms regarding data collection and interchange.

• Most of standards defined for power grid are proprietary.
Open standards could be helpful in replacing security
implemented through obscurity principle.

• Because of the economical aspects, it should also be
accounted that existing low power processing devices
participating in the Smart Grid should be replaced in
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small steps, rather than being replaced at once. These
evolutionary steps could also be implemented in a way
to upgrade existing infrastructure by introducing new
nodes that have more processing power.

• Upgrades to the current Smart Grid implementation
should include distributed data collection and inter-
change mechanisms. This could potentially decrease
DoS effect by localizing it in specific part(s) of the Smart
Grid.

• DoS attacks on the Smart Grid may result in physical
consequences. Most of the solutions that have been pre-
sented in this study do not consider physical aspects of
the Smart Grid. This could be a good starting point in
developing new security mechanisms.

• Devices that run in the Smart Grid in most cases have
software that were not designed to be secure. Since
upgrade of the applications is not always possible,
researchers might propose new solutions that add secu-
rity layer on the top of already deployed devices.

• Implementing security measures, as noted in earlier
sections, is more a process of implementing various
methods that include not only a technical solution but
rather interdisciplinary approaches. The focus for future
research could be the analysis of measures applied in
this process, and creating as much as possible technical
solution that minimize the non-technical influence.

• An exponentially expanding threat vector from IoT
devices poses a formidable challenge in cybersecurity,
especially for critical infrastructure like the Smart Grid.
Various factors make securing these inexpensive IoT
devices quite hard. First, the thin profit margins do
not provide enough incentives for the manufacturers to
invest in effective strategies and approaches. The con-
sumers, even the technically sophisticated ones, to a
large extent do not put an effort to harden IoT security
at the edge of the networks. Economical and financial
incentives for both the manufacturers as well as the end
users should be developed to address these challenges;
some of these may be technical, and some may be more
of policy-based.

• Computationally limited and resource-constrained IoT
devices require new paradigms and approaches that
would be feasible within the low complexity capabilities
of these IoT devices. Memory, processing, as well as the
communications complexities of the approaches must
take the device capabilities, especially the IoT devices,
into considerations for feasible solutions.

• Cyberwarfare has already become a very powerful tool
for some nation states. As mentioned the Smart Grid is
a top and very attractive target. More concerted efforts
and funding to secure these critical infrastructures are in
the best interest of the policy-makers.

• Machine learning techniques, as noted in a very recent
survey in [137] in a rather limited scope, provide promis-
ing solution potential. However, it is critical to consider
the peculiarities of the Smart Grid when adopting the

machine learning techniques, rather than applying in an
agnostic manner with likely limited success.

• While the techniques developed over the past few
decades against cyber attacks in the Internet are appli-
cable to a certain extent as noted throughout our survey,
we note one more time with a strong emphasis that SG
has differing characteristics that must be meticulously
considered when adopting as well as developing solu-
tions.

• Again especially in light of the proliferating IoT devices
and the computational upgrade of the Smart Grid, a del-
uge of data is being generated. It is not surprising to
have the mentioning of the Smart Grid as one of the
pinnacle domains for big data. As a result, many of the
big data techniques and research developed for other
domains may have immediate and direct application to
the Smart Grid. Or, they may serve as excellent stepping
stones for developing more customized solutions with
some additional effort.
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